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Hello!
● Jaisie Sin, PhD Candidate
● University of Toronto, Canada
● Technologies for Ageing Gracefully Lab (TAGlab)
● Emerging Technologies for Ageing

○ Voice and Conversational User Interfaces
○ Virtual Reality

● Computer Science, Neuroscience, User Experience Design / Human-
Computer Interaction

● Industry experience: software development, UI, Java, public sector
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“Inclusive Design” - Accessibility
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“Inclusive Design” - Technology for Specific Groups
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Something is wrong with (the current state of) “inclusive design”
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“Walkers, scooters, and shopping carts 
for the elderly tend to lack any 
semblance of grace or elegance. [...] If 
these devices are stylish and useful, 
they will empower everyone, from the 
very young to the very old. Moreover, 
once the stigma attached to devices 
that look medical is eliminated, we will 
see more elderly adding to their 
activities, and more 90-year-olds 
surfing.” – Don Norman

Something is missing.



“Inclusive” Design?
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Social Tensions? Social Isolation? Stigma to use?



Socially Conscious Design (SCD)
● Incorporating sociotechnical (social + technical) perspectives into 

design practice
● As opposed to only issues of engineering performance or 

accuracy

● Three Strategies:
1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)
2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
3. Seeking Sociotechnical Perspectives
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1. Considering Digital Design 
Marginalization (DDM)
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Design can marginalize people
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Digital designs can also marginalize people
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1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)

DDM: the process in which design decisions lead to exclusion and 
long-lasting offline social consequences
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Digital Design Marginalization Example: A Communication App for Ageing
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A Communication App for Ageing
● Tensions from communication app usage. Older adults preferred text & audio 

messages. Relatives preferred to send pictures. Relatives preferred fast 
responses; older adults often had delays.
○ Recommendation: Should consider all the social agents outside of the 

primary user (older adults)
● Using standard iPads = hard-to-press on/off buttons

○ Recommendation: Need to account for accessibility issues beyond 
software. Could have engaged with care home staff better on these 
points.

● Users had an enhanced sense of frailty and family tensions.
○ Recommendation: Need a risk assessment plan and a mitigation plan.
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Digital Design Marginalization Example #2: “Accessibility” Features for Ageing
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“Accessibility” Features
● “Accessibility” features are seen as dumbed down, stigmatizing, and 

patronizing. Also, people with ability changes may not see themselves as 
“disabled” and needing accessibility features.
○ Recommendation: Consider rethinking usage of the term “accessibility”.

● Participants wanted social support to train, coach, or reinforce them trying 
out new features on devices. But asking for help with “accessibility” features 
may = loss of social status.
○ Recommendation: Consider ways to manage or work around the stigma.
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Benefits of Applying the DDM Lens
● Catching inclusive design aspects that might have been missed
● Helps understand the social implications of one’s designs
● Justify inclusive design
● Not get in trouble for exclusionary designs :)
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More on Digital Design Marginalization
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Digital Design Marginalization Thus Far
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Wearable Technology for 
Queer Expression

Mobility Instruction 
for Blind or Low 

Vision

Decolonial Approaches to 
Datafication in the 

Souths



Socially Conscious Design (SCD)
● Incorporating sociotechnical (social + technical) perspectives into 

design practice
● As opposed to only issues of engineering performance or 

accuracy

● Three Strategies:
1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)
2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
3. Seeking Sociotechnical Perspectives
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2. Applying a Sociotechnical 
Lens to Our Own Research
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2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
Using sociotechnical themes:

● Determine a set of sociotechnical themes
● Apply them to our own research
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2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
Using sociotechnical themes:

● Determine a set of sociotechnical themes
● Apply them to our own research
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Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nZ9vK1uaj8
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Determining a Set of Sociotechnical Themes
site: <website URL address> (“voice user interface” OR “VUI” OR 
“conversational agent” OR “conversational interface” OR “conversation 
agent” OR “chatbot” OR “alexa” OR “google home” OR “siri” OR “cortana” OR 
“voice assistant” OR “virtual agent” OR “interactive voice response” OR 
“IVR”) AND (“older adult” OR “senior” OR “aging” OR “ageing” OR “elderly”)
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Sociotechnical Focus Areas in VUIs for Ageing
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Other places to look for themes
● User reviews
● Blog articles
● Design Books / Guides / Tutorials
● Design Talks
● Case Studies
● UXPA???
● But perhaps not sources you can manipulate (e.g. interviews, surveys)

● Can be “quick and dirty”
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2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
Using sociotechnical themes:

● Determine a set of sociotechnical themes
● Apply them to our own research
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Apply themes to our own research: User Research / Deployment Studies
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2 Week 
Deployment

Pre-deployment 
Interview

Post-deployment 
InterviewThemes

Themes

New Articles Covering Themes:
1. “What is a Smart Speaker?”
2. “Voice-activated technology can help you live 

better”
3. “Dr. Alexa: Amazon’s Alexa will soon provide 

health advice in the UK”
4. “Which smart home product you should get 

your grandma, child, and everyone in 
between”

5. “AI monitoring elderly in South Korea for 
signs of ‘loneliness or insecurity”’

Sample Interview Questions:
● The media predicts that the use of smart 

speakers can help increase social connections… 
What do you think about that, based on your 
experience with smart speakers?

● How do you perceive smart speakers relate to 
your independence? Do you believe that the 
smart speaker will enable users to accomplish 
everyday tasks with more or less independence? 
Why or why not?

● What is your perception of using a smart speaker 
for personal safety and security in your home?



Apply themes to our own research: User Research / Deployment Studies
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2 Week 
Deployment

Pre-deployment 
Interview

Post-deployment 
InterviewThemes

Themes



Sociotechnical thinking can be applied during any stage of the 
design process.
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Knawledge!
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Applying themes to what we already know
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Themes

ThemesCompare

Topic News Academic Articles

Commercial interest interplay with 
older adults’ adoption of voice 
user interfaces (VUIs)

There is a growing interest in VUIs 
for, e.g., underfunded care 
homes, health services, etc.

None.

How to design for e-governments 
that employ VUIs

VUIs can bring government 
services to older adults.

None / No evidence to support.

The impacts of cost and (lack of) 
internet access on VUI adoption

Internet access affects adoption. A lot of research is with older 
adults who have wireless 
connections.



Sociotechnical Focus Areas: To Learn More…
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Socially Conscious Design (SCD)
● Incorporating sociotechnical (social + technical) perspectives into 

design practice
● As opposed to only issues of engineering performance or 

accuracy

● Three Strategies:
1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)
2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
3. Seeking Sociotechnical Perspectives
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3. Seeking Sociotechnical 
Perspectives
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What are we teaching students?
● Applying the Digital Design 

Marginalization (DDM) framework 
to Design Education

● 7 design educators / case 
studies, various levels of 
inclusive design expertise
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Digital Design Marginalization (DDM) in Design Education
● Course-based community partner relationships
● Defining the user / personas
● Risks of students graduating w/o understanding social implications 

of design
● Only considering disability/accessibility for one user group (e.g., deaf 

or hard of hearing)
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More on DDM in Education
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Who are we hiring?
● How socially conscious are our hiring candidates?
● How socially conscious is our design department?
● How socially conscious are we, ourselves?
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Socially Conscious Design (SCD)
● Incorporating sociotechnical (social + technical) perspectives into 

design practice
● As opposed to only issues of engineering performance or 

accuracy

● Why?
○ Helps concretely justify practicing inclusive design [Long-term Effects]
○ Helps understand why people might not use a design [Adoption]
○ Not get in trouble for exclusionary designs :) [Cost Litigation]
○ Design and technology is becoming increasingly social and embedded in 

our day-to-day life (systems for voting, self-driving cars)
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Socially Conscious Design (SCD)
● Incorporating sociotechnical (social + technical) perspectives into 

design practice
● As opposed to only issues of engineering performance or 

accuracy

● Three Strategies:
1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)
2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research
3. Seeking Sociotechnical Perspectives
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Designs aren’t inclusive if they stigmatize people.
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Thanks!
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Jaisie Sin
@jcsynnn | jaisiesin.com
js.sin@mail.utoronto.ca

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS DESIGN (SCD):
1. Considering Digital Design Marginalization (DDM)
2. Applying a Sociotechnical Lens to Our Own Research

○ Determine a set of themes
○ Apply them to our own research

3. Seeking Sociotechnical Perspectives
○ What we teach
○ What we look for when hiring

The Scooter for Life



Access Rainbow
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